We acknowledge the Traditional Owners of the lands on which this newsletter is
produced and distributed. We pay our respects to Elders past, present and emerging.

Sovereignty was never ceded.

Welcome to Edition Number Seven of the Inside Out Newsletter!
Welcome to Issue #7. We’ve had lots of new people
joining the mailing list in the last few months, so a
big welcome to those who are getting the newsletter
for the first time. Remember you can always ask us for
copies of previous editions at any time and we’ll post
them out to you.

Inside Out if you want. You can also keep receiving
the newsletter once you’re released, just let us know
your outside address. Those on the outside can email
us: info@insideoutaustralia.org

We hope you enjoy Issue #7 and can’t wait to hear from
you soon and start getting contributions for Issue #8.
Issue #7 is filled with amazing letters, art and poetry In solidarity
as always. We have the regular “What’s That Song?!”, Miranda and Amanda
the colouring-in page and the Health and Wellbeing
Column. Thanks to everyone who contributed :) We Info for people Incarcerated in Queensland
also have a brand new poster, hand drawn by Simon If you are in Queensland and want to contribute to the
in Tongario Prison, New Zealand. Thanks Simon – we newsletter, speak to your parole officer or Queensland
love it! We will be getting posters printed that you can Corrective Services first. The QLD Corrective Services
put them up on notice boards within your prison. Let Act makes it unlawful to publish a statement from a
us know if you would like one or even a few. We’ve prisoner (including someone on parole) without the
included the design on page 18.
permission of QCS. However, there are protections
in the Australian Constitution about freedom of
Most of you know us (Miranda & Amanda) as we’ve communication, so QCS will need to have a good
been writing to you all. We have a few extra people reason to stop publication. Please send us your
helping out, now that Inside Out has expanded so article with any correspondence you have permitting
much. They’ll introduce themselves with bios in the publication. If you want free legal advice to get your
next edition. But for now, we want to say welcome to voice heard, we recommend you contact Prisoners’
new team members Bella, River, Stacey and Iris, who Legal Service on the ARUNTA or write to them at PO
are helping with compiling content, filing and admin. Box 5162
WEST END QLD 4101
We have started up an email group for Inside Out
readers who are now out of prison. That way people As far as we are aware, other states do not have these
can stay in touch with us and with each other once restrictions, however if you want to be certain you
you’re out of prison, and get involved in organising might want to check with a lawyer first.
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Letters and Ideas for
the newsletter

Letter from Jonathon
Hey guys :)
A friend gave me this edition of Inside Out, thought
to myself this is great to read and to have. It’s fantastic
to see heaps of LGBTIQ within gaol and writing to
Inside Out and to each other.
So a little about myself. I’ve currently been in for 2
years and still got 15 months to go. I’m 24 years old and
identify as gay and openly out and proud. My ethnic
background is Serbian/ Aboriginal so I am very proud
of my unique heritage. I’m currently at Kirkconnell
C.C, one of the best gaols I have been to so far, other
than John Moroney. I work within the centre doing
community projects and loving it, and gives me the
chance to give back to the community.

We will treat all your correspondence as strictly
confidential, and will only publish letters if there is
very clear permission to do so.

Letter from Strange

So far I have noticed that a few people who writes to
Inside Out would like to come to Kirkconnell. Well,
currently being here first hand I must say it’s a good
gaol. Very LGBTIQ friendly by officers and inmates.
The environment around the gaol is great, very open,
great views of the mountains and the wildlife around,
“ie” Kangaroos, foxes, cockatoos plus more.

Hi there, my name is Anthony Woodward, but prefer
to be called Strange. I have been locked up for 2 years
now and currently reside at Acacia prison. As a young
genderfluid father it’s been tough and lonely. Due to
not hiding who I am, I have ben teased, beaten and
even violated. After a while I felt like things would
always be rough., I thought that I was alone. But then
I met a nice gay man who was being teased more than
me, for his safety I won’t say names. I felt bad for him so
I defended him. It didn’t stop the bullying but it made
him feel better to have someone stand up for him.
From that day forward
I promised to offer my
support to anyone who
needs it. That’s when I
found Inside Out and
it made my heart glow
to find that there are so
many people who are also
reaching out to do the
same thing I do. If anyone
reads this and would like
to be my friend, please
do. Nothing makes me
happier than to help
others feel like they’re
not alone. Lots of love,
Strange.
Acacia Prison
Locked Bag 1
Wooroloo, WA, 6558

Feel free to write to me.
Johnathon Trindall (NSW)
Regards.

Artwork by Ashley Markey
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Letter from Taryn- Michelle

I do not know the different permissions for the web
with regards to each state, but I’ve included the URL
address here for those who have portal access or know
someone in the community who does: www.iexpress.
org.au/identities/people/100-taryn-michelle-hislop

Hey Everyone!
I’d like to give a BIG hello to Amanda, Miranda and all
the regulars of Inside Out and a very Warm welcome
to all the new readers who are discovering Inside Out
for the first time. Reading through the latest issue I am
delighted to see new contributors embracing the value
of our community.

There is other material there as well such as my
Transgender Timeline and stuff like that. Some may
find the material heart rending and others maybe
perturbed by it, all I ask is that people remember that
we are all born a blank canvas and as such are moulded
and shaped by those we depend upon and those we
Wow, wow, wow, wow, Issue #6! I so look forward to meet throughout our lives. I am no exception to this. It
receiving the new issue of the newsletter because it is is said that every 5 years we are changed into someone
full of such awesome content like the artwork from new through the influence of those around us. I have
Simon Evans, Damien Linnane, Sonny Smith and been incarcerated for seven years now and supported
everyone. I particularly liked the Famous Females by loving and caring people who see the woman I am
and not the past mistakes which has given me a new
Quiz which was testing trivia.
perspective on who I am now.
Though Acacia Prison did not acknowledge the
May 17 International Day Against Homophobia and I was really surprised to learn that there is actually
Transphobia it still held a special place in mine and a think such as a Pen Pal Ban. What’s up with
my friends hearts. I long for the time when we have that? Would it not makes more sense to encourage
formally been recognised into the WA Correctional communication which will lead to character growth
and better understanding of ones self in relation to
Calendar.
their offending and habitualised behaviour? Yes, we
It has been an interesting roller coaster of a ride for me definitely need a free-flowing pen pal system.
over the last few months. Though I was born under
a different name I choose to go by Taryn-Michellee My friend Amber-Rose got out full time in April and
because that is who I am, a transgender woman who is returned home. If you’re reading this Amber please
slowly but surely learning who she is and how she fits know that I am very happy for you and I miss you
into this world. However if you’re a convicted criminal sister-girl. Keep in touch. My new friend Ashley has
of a Class 1, 2 or 3 offence you lose the right (among just become a receiver of Inside Out and absolutely
others I’m learning about) to change your name loves it. A big shout out to you girl :)
without the express permission of the Commissioner
of Police. Not just while incarcerated but post release My regular song quiz is included and I have tried
as well. Imagine that? A person who has never meet to use songs that are representative of the many
you, knows nothing about you other than what you situations that we find ourselves in. Some may seem
are convicted of has sole power over a choice that cheeky which gives you an insight into my personality
most Australians take for granted. The most ironic :)
part is that the given reasons “you might try hiding
or deceiving police” is voided by the fact that they are Stepping out of my comfort zone I thought I would
the first ones to be told and they have access to more share another of my paintings with everyone called
“Alien Nature” with accompanying synopsis. I will
information about us then we have ourselves!
be sending more later as well, especially as I find the
I enjoy writing articles, poems and short stories as well canvas to be an emotional storyboard.
as creating comics and painting. I have sent a lot of the
material I have created along with helpful documents Keep up the great work everyone!
and bits of information that may help other prisoners In solidarity we find community.
in to Justice Action, who have uploaded them to my
Taryn-Michelle Hislop.
webpage.
Acacia Prison, WA
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Letter from Troy Peters

Obviously being openly queer, especially in jail, is in
no way easy. In fact it’s bloody hard. But what is worse
is not being yourself. Self loathing & hating yourself
Dear Miranda, Amanda and the Inside Outers,
What a fantastic newsletter. Keep up the great job for being different is by far the worse state we could
ever put ourselves in, & unfortunately this is how I’ve
guys!
lived 35 out of 38 of my years on this rock.
A friend gave me a copy of Inside Out, and I thought I
would send a letter and tell you about myself.

So no more. And turns out I actually like who I am.
Amazing how good self acceptance & self love can be.

My name is Troy, I am here at Kirkconnell C.C. Have
been here for 8 motns and I get out end of February
2019. And my first time in gaol, and it has been a scary
experience, until I got here at Kirkconnell. Which has
been really good here, as I have meet other gay guys
here too, which have been a great support to me, and
awesome friends.

So in the spirit of opening up, & putting my quirky
queer self out there, I’ve written this little bio & feel
honoured to be a part of the Inside Out community. A
huge thank you to all of you out there.
If anyone is looking for a totally fabulous penpal, I’d
love to hear from you. I can be reached @ #Ashley
Markey, Acacia Prison
Locked Bag 1, Wooraloo
Western Australia 6558

Since my arrest I have had depression so being here
has made it a lot easier.

If anyone wants a pen pal and/ or a chat, drop me a
line. My MIN #582715 and address here at Kirkconnell Remember folks, everyone truly deserves to be % feel
like themselves. And when we can totally accept &
C.C Locked Bag 7029, Bathurst NSW 2795.
love ourselves we truly find peace.
Thanks
Everyone take care and look after yourselves.
Ash xxx <3
Troy Peters (NSW).

Letter from Ash
Hi Inside Outers,
I’m Ash & I’m a TransQueer inmate prisoner from
Acacia in WA. I was given issue #5 of Inside Out & I am
just amazed at how many similar people there is. I’ve
always known I’m not the only one that’s “different.”
However I have most definitely always felt alone.
All because I’ve struggled to accept & acknowledge
who I really am.
For me personally, I identify as a girl. However
obviously assigned male at birth. I’ve always felt female
on some level & have actually tried so hard over my
life to convince myself that I was (or could be) the guy
that I was expected to be. But guess what? Turns out,
I’m so not a guy. Not even close.
TBH, it would have been so much easier if I could
accept myself for who I am earlier on in life... I could
potentially have saved myself from 2 difficult failed
marriages & a jail term. But then we sometimes only
learn through difficult & tough times.

Artwork by Damien Linnane
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Letter from Dean

I’m going to leave you with the kind words of Dolly a 13
year old girl who sadly committed suicide to bullying,
she wants people to “Speak even if your voice shakes”.
Dear Miranda, Amanda and all Inside Out readers,
Lots of Love and Hope
Hello and welcome if you are a first time reader,
Its WAM BAM Number 6 and I’m over the moon Dean
about it : ) Not only did we win the marriage equality XXOOXX
fight (congratulations everyone and thank you to Feel free to write to my personal Post Box:
everyone who fought for equality) But our voices were Dean Bell
finally heard. A huge big CONGRATULATIONS!! PO BOX 7097
Taryn-Michelle that’s a victory that brought me happy
tears. I fully agree with you it’s very touching to read
the supports of people from other states, countries
Letter from Katelyne
and prisons.
Dear Inside Out,
Hi everyone. My name is Katelyne. I’m 33 years old,.
This is my first letter to the Inside Out newsletter. I am
a transgender lesbian woman incarcerated in Victoria.
I have been locked up for over 10 years and I can tell
you it has been a journey, a long one at that... Due to
what I’ve experienced before coming into prison and
throughout my prison sentence has only allowed me
in the last 6-9 months to feel safe enough to come out
as transgender.

Simon Evans: I’m so glad that you were touched by
my story and I would like to say thank you for sharing
your story with me it means the world to me. In
the words of Larry Flynt the pornographer and free
speech advocate “nothing can make you more humble
than Pain”.
To Troy and Aaron: Thank you so much for being true
friends and helping me on my journey, we will cross
paths again from suicidal ideations walked in light so
thank you. Aaron thank you for painting me the Love
is Love leaning board it’s had great effects.
Karl Hewitt: I’m so glad I was of help to you in the
first stages. You have been a great support to me as
well by teaching me it’s okay to laugh. Just remember
#WESURVIVEDTAGGART.
With that said we won the fight for marriage equality
now it’s time to fight against homophobia and fight/
campaign to lift the ban on pen pals in Victoria (see
#6).
So an update on my boyfriend Norman, he finally got
around to visiting me here in Junee C.C it was great to
finally be able to wrap my arms around him , kiss me
and sit and chat, he even after the visit met with my
parents for a beer and I feel even more bonded with
him : ) so for the first time I can honestly say I feel
complete, he will be picking me up in July : )

Seeing the marriage act amended to allow same-sex
couples to wed, to see so many people standing up
against Homophobia and Transphobia, even watching
the growing acceptance and change of the prison
culture and attitude towards the rainbow community
over the last 10 years inside and out gave me strength
and finally meeting other transwomen in prison
and sharing and supporting each other gave me the
confidence and the self worth to finally be me in front
of everybody. It’s because of newsletters like this one
that start small and create a safe space to grow and
take people on a journey with it.

From the bottom of my heart I want to say thank you
to the founders of Inside Out, you give us hope, hope
is dreams, AND lots of dreams become real. Issue 6
Just remember to find love you need to first love is the first newsletter I have seen. It is inspirational
yourself and I can’t say this enough, use positive self and informative. I can’t wait for the next issue, I
talk, i.e I am beautiful, I am loved etc. Remember to look forward to reading all your letters, poetry and
drawings :)
be beautiful you first need to be yourself!!
I’m deeply frustrated to read about the changes to
the Marriage act mentioned in a “A warning for all” Anybody that reads this newsletter is interested in
it makes me outraged to think we fought so -naughty writing to me, would love to hear from you. With
word beginning with F- hard it’s time they hear our hope and solidarity I wish that you please print my
voice lets all, each and every person, write to our local letter in Issue 7 for all to see...
MP’s and fellow pollies as per the request from the
person who can’t be mentioned for legal reasons and Sincerely
Katelyne Rintoull crn 190013
lets get this changed.
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As I mentioned earlier I was sexually abused, it was in
the hands of an older brother. I very often travel back
to that time where I still have nightmares seeing myself
going over to my brother’s bed and kneeling beside it,
Letter from Simon
he would tell me I hadn’t made his bed properly so I
would place my hand flat on the sheet and proceeded
Hello Everyone,
to move it across the surface while he lay inches away,
I have been inspired by other people’s stories to share I moved my hand around till I had come into contact
mine with you, the people of Inside Out.
with his erect penis.
Content Warning: The following letter contains
details of sexual violence and abuse.

I have written in a few times and have contributed the I felt my whole body just freeze where I knelt, I couldn’t
odd drawing or two.
move... was it shock or maybe fear? I am unsure what
it was but whatever it may have been I found not
I am situated in a New Zealand prison where I questioning my thoughts which were running madly
have been for the past 30 years, I was sentenced to around inside my 11 year old mind was better.
Preventative Detention – a very indefinite sentence!
Before I could pull my hand away and recollect my
I am here for raping a 15 year old boy, where I forced thoughts my brother had indicated what he wanted
him to suck my genitalia and I sucked his. Over the me to do to him... which was to fondle and play with
years I have learnt a lot of things about Sexual Abuse his erect penis, he had also offered money which
and how it is so wrong... no matter the situation!
I have never received... in fact, if I had I would be a
multi- millionaire today!
As I think of my life before I came into prison I didn’t
really have real goals to actually say I achieved anything. The sexual abuse with my brother continued till I
I had trouble setting goals they were more like dreams, approached my Probation Officer, I was around 12like to be a signwriter or a great role-model.
20 years old. He had arranged to come around so I can
tell my mother, my father was away on a business trip.
I was just so lost, hurt and frustrated a lot of the time He had explained to my mother I had something very
mainly because of the sexual abuse I went through as important to tell her. After I had expressed it to her
an 11 year old boy.
the first comment that she uttered shocked me and my
probation officer. She asked; “Are you sure that’s what
I came from a catholic family which was made up of 8 your brother did to you?”
sisters, 7 brothers and was greatly teased and bullied
because of having a speech impediment, I felt left out I felt my heart breaking into more than a billion pieces,
and rejected by my other siblings.
this was the last thing I had expected my own mother
to question me on. I was in complete shock to hear her
I had a difficult birth where my muscles were affected, doubt my words... I was expecting her to comfort me
first affecting my leg muscles making it hard for me and tell me it was going to be alright, to give me a hug
to walk, then going on to affect my speech causing or something but, I got nothing but doubt.
me to develop a stutter with certain words. I felt like a
nobody, I would climb into a well hidden dark corner My probation officer had asked her if she had heard
of a room and stand there still and quiet waiting for the words properly, “yes” she said, but I think she just
the rhythm of peoples voices were calm and peaceful didn’t want to face the facts! It is to my understanding
before venturing out of my shell... until next time I my mother kicked him out of the house the next
got teased. What really hurt me the most was knowing morning, but returned a couple of days later! Before
some of these people were my flesh and blood, their he left he had given me a few hard blows around the
actions were telling me they were my enemies... not head. Not only was he sexually abusing me, but also
my friends. One minute they were on the same side half of my younger sisters. It is only now that I know
and the next throwing all these aggressive, painful and the full story, about a couple of years ago me and some
insulting words in my direction, which penetrated my of my siblings lay complaints to the police and he was
already shattered heart... which broke into even more charged and arrested on historic sex charges.... about
tiny pieces!
15 of them.
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Letter from Allan

I have finally been given the date my brother is going
up on these charges, which is in a couple of weeks. I
have been waiting a long time tell my brother what
I think of the “son of a bitch” it has been very hard
waiting, what I want to say to him in court, I know
this for sure, I am going to throw it all back in his face
and have him carry the fucking garbage that he made
me carry around for the past 44 something years! I’m
going to be the one who comes out of this smelling like
roses... and of course, a free man from sexual abuse!

Hello to all the people who make Inside Out as brilliant
as it is. Here I have a back issue #2, Kindly sent to me
by Miranda. Thank you very much.
Dean Bell (NSW), I can relate to your anguish as I too
wondered if someone was out there for me. It took 45
years of loneliness and heartbreak for me. I can only
hope that you can find peace with the right partner.

I have returning back from court where I have learnt Taryn-Michelle (WA), “What Am I,” it is a question
over the last few weeks my brother got off all the that has been asked for centuries past and probably be
charges but one of the minor ones.
asked for centuries to come. At least we have a more
accepting society now as we can be who we are ant
I guess I am in two minds as to how I feel in regards who we ain’t.
to the outcome, but as my older sister said, as long as
we got our day in court and were able to tell our story. I love the artwork and personal poetry as well. As
That’s the main thing.
the stories about what we want and how we can get
it. Such as true relationship and how the people have
I wish everyone out there all the best and to take care, found that someone. Lets all hope and pray that they
Your friend,
are happy, today and forever more.
Simon Evans.
Sincerely yours,
A. D. Blake

Artwork by Simon Evans
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Letter from Allan

Artwork by Simon Evans

To Miranda and Amanda,
I need to say a huge thank you. Sending me the 4 back
issues has been a real “eye-opener” for me.
In issue one, James Stevens and Rory Vanderzeil said
it “all.” James with the “Just a Thought.” The letter from
Rory about finding love.
I typed up the “Just a Thought” with James’ name on
the bottom and a friend helped me turn it into a poster
that now hangs on my lounge room wall.
At the age of 58, I didn’t think I was worthy of love or
being loved then Geoffrey came into my life, whilst we
were in gaol. I’ve known that I was gay all my life, but
I hid it and lived a half life. I lived alone.
I returned to the cell and Geoffrey had fashioned a
ring out of string and proposed to me. It tried to talk
him out of it by telling him all the worst and he being
51 years old could do better for himself. Within the
I relented and said “yes.” I got out of gaol in March
next week he convinced me to marry him and have a
2018 and Geoffrey won’t get out of gaol until 2021. I
chance of happiness.
have to try and get permission to get married from
Corrective Services NSW. Burt even if I have to wait
forever for Geoffrey it will be time well spent.
Thank you for Inside Out. I truly do appreciate all the
hard work and considerable amount of time to go to
press and get this fabulous publication printed.
Sincerely yours,
A.D Blake

Letter from Chanel
My name is Chanel Coombe and I’m transgender
and at DPFC Vic. To everyone who is transgender
I would like to hear from you, if you have any good
information to share or story I would like to hear from
you. I have been in the DPFC for over 8 months now
and I’ve been coming in and out for 20 years now. I’ve
had hard times with the officers in here. The prisoners
have supported me all the way.
Chanel Coombe
DPFC , Po Box 497
St Albans, Vic 3021

Artwork by Damien Linnane
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Letter from Cody

As humans we need to look after one another, it’s
ambitions and inhibitions that we strongly need to
desire to be optimistic about feeling the need to help
out. We all have the love of humanity in our hearts,
but greed had intoxicated men’s souls and barricaded/
obstructed the world with hate. I say we need to fight
for a new world, a descent world that would give us
a chance to work. Us a community have the power
to make life free and beautiful. We can make this
life a wonderful adventure and the power to created
happiness. We can fight for a world were science,
unity, tranquillity and progress will lead to all of our
happiness.

Dear Inside Out readers,
To get a few things out of the way so you all know
who I am my name is Cody! I am an activist, drag
queen/performer. I am like all people in most way. I
have feeling, I eat, I sleep, I have sex, I drink tea, go
shopping, I read Vogue, write a lot and watch episodes
of Sex & and the City – isn’t that what all us ‘queers/
queens’ do anyway? The downfall of all that is I have
been in custody now for 20 months, serving a 3 year
minimum sentence.

Before coming in I was a known activist online and in
the LGBTQI+ community in Australia. With the work Cody Jarvis - CRN 210032
I have done I have been so lucky in life to meet famous Karrenga C.C, PO Box 1044 Corio, VIC 3214
musicians and activists and work with some
of the most amazing people in Perth and
Melbourne. I have a strong desire to stay
extroverted and to help people who are in
a way marginalised. It’s been quite difficult
being in custody. Since my time in custody
there have been LGBTQI+ groups come and
go. It’s the reality of realising that officers
need to know how important it is to have
such groups. When I hear of a group that’s
no longer running I think how unfortunate,
I wonder why and that’s upsetting in a way.
We need to encourage ourselves to make
groups that benefit people. This month I have
gone out of my way to help out LGBTQI+
individuals in the prison system sending off
a bunch of support organisations to help out
LGBTQI people in custody to inmates in
different prisons. If you would like to have
copy send me a letter and I will send you
the document. There are a few addresses of
organisations that you can write to who will
send back newsletters.
So….here at the facility I am being held
in there is a diversity group to help out
and educate individuals. I am finding it
accommodating as well as resourceful. We
hold fortnightly meetings and discuss latest
gossip and how to make the prison better for
those who fall under diversity. When I first
came in I couldn’t believe the marginalisation
of individuals who are LGBTQI+ and
information officers could hand out or the
fact what the prison facilitated for LGBTQI+
people.

Artwork by Strange
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A Letter from Ash

We decided then to sort out meds - before I went to
trail. About 16 months getting off al meds and trying
to stabilise my bi-polar etc (Got off everything except
the cream LOL). Then planned on starting HRT after
trial. Obsviouly I planned on that going the other way.

Hi Amanda, Miranda and the Inside Out Team,
Hope everyone is well & happy :)
You guys are amazing, hey! Thank you so much for
being such a great support for a Queer-do like me. I
actualy don’t mind the tags Queer & wirdo, SO ME...
So I’m claiming “Queer-Do” as my own!!

So yeah, a girly Queer-do thrown into a max, male
prison & naturally within a wekk I was assualted by
some turd for no reason at all. Not surprised at all
really.

A good sense of humor is the main tool I have in
coping with all the ironic challenges of my life...
I mean come on...
- Born the wrong gender
- My whole life seeking approval & acceptace in all
the wrong places
- Trying to make the wrong relationships work
- & now in jail for something I didn’t do!!
		WTF
Come on, if my life was any more of a cliche it’ll be a
bloody country & western song.

I was really hoping Medical could give me a T-blocker.
I mean not much would change, or be obvious, but
would really help me feel better. Guess I just have to
wait til I get out ... 2022 .. OUCH!!
At the end of the day, all the little things, hair, nails,
clothes, hormones, this conviction... none of it defines
who I am.
I know who I am.
& I love who I am.
& That is all I have control over.
So that’s what I’m tring to focus on. ME.
Obvioulsy some days are easier than others, but I ‘m
trying.
So go me.
Ash

Artwork by Ashley Markey

Anywho, as you know I’ve been talkign with Medical
here. really most people here seem understanding
& helpful, to a point. ATM I’ve been denied meds.
Becuase I haven’t had them offically prescribed prio
to coming inside. I was taking hormones for a short
time in 2016, and was using an Estrogen cream for a
year and half (not officially prescribed). I was pretty
much using it as a moisturising cream. LOL.
It reduced hair growth and sofented my skin... was
great. Was also seeing a psyc - gender specialist. I was
arrested a few months after I started seeing her. Was
for mental health as well as gender stuff.

Artwork by David McGettigan
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Letter from Nathan

it not my first time in unfortunitly but it has its goods
& bads if I didn’t come here I would have not meet the
love of my life Ioane-Joseph I meet him at Portphillip
Hi all who are ‘Out’ Inside! :)
about 8 years ago he was married to ay greek women
Thank you for your newsletter. The concept is he was strait ay hahaha not anymore so yeah I hooked
good. A great way to send out a positive vibe whilst line & sinked him he is ay sexy cook islander man he
incarcerated. What lessons I have learned inside… is my world ay he treats me like ay queen that I em
Read ‘Reinventing Your Life’ by Jeffrey E. Young. This LOL but yeah we are goin to live together on the out
book talks about Lifetraps. Really learned a lot. I’m side im hes first transgender person ever & he fell in
Nathan. I’m 45 y/o gay guy on remand (8 months love with me so yeah the rest is history now 4 years
MRRC Silverwater, 4 months SCCC Nowra). I’ve later we still in love goin strong hes only got 2 years
learned that 80% of inmates have HEP C + 20% have left so hopefully don’t get any longer then that anyway
HIV. I’ve learned that it is best to take one day at a can you put my story in the newsletter if so thank you
time. If there are any other people who would like to lots love
be an ‘Out’ inside PenPal look me up. Best wishes to
Rhianna Austin. (VIC)
you all. Nath 592896
Nathan Penman 592 896
SCCC Nowra
PO Box 538
Nowra NSW 2541

Words and Art
from the Inside
On Remand

Letter from Rhianna

Anyway im at Hopkins-C-Centre atm on remand I go
back for sentancing on the 25-6-18 day after my b-day
LOL. Anyway I found out about inside-out from a
friend here at hopkins. He gave me ay newsletter I
read it n loved it. It is very interesting & makes my
day everytime I read it true who ever made the first
letter is one smart & loveing person I can tell you that
coz this newsletter is not just any newsletter it also is
ay meeting place Gives us LGBTIQ community the
chance to meet & write to other gay or trans bi people
in prison. Not only this it gives us a vioce yeah

Tick tock
Goes the clock.
Turn the key
In the lock
Doing time
For a crime
Get the boot
Man in suit
Cries objection
In need of correction
No more choices
No more voices
Boys in blue
Say what to do
When to sleep
What to keep
Where to go
Do not show
Emotions
Two stripes seek
Promotions
Wearing green
Nothing seen
You’re gonna pay
‘Til you hear the judge say
NOT GUILTY.

Anyway back to me I only been in 3 months this time

By David McGettigan (NSW)

Dear Darlings of the (: Inside Out :)
Well hello my name is Rhianna-Austin. I am 25 years
old birthday 24-6-92. I’m turning 26 in 2 weeks witch
is abit overwhelming but sucks spending it in prison
but it is what it is true anyway im ay transgender
Aboriginal sistergal from N.S.W my mums mob is
from Cummeragunja mission NSW witch is where
I grow up. my dads mobs from WA Western Desert
Peoples witch im em ay Proud Black Sister I moved to
Melbourne Vic I been here for ay while but all ways
goin home im da propa queen of da desert hahaha
Aunty Prasilla not in it LOL
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To my beautiful boyfriend Ashley
I’m so glad you’re in my life
You’re the most beautiful, wonderful and positive
person I have known
You cheer me up
When I’m feeling down
You are the sunshine
of my life
Thank you for always
Loving me, you are
My everything
By Raymond Dickson
Port Phillip Prison (VIC)

My Life
At night when I’m laying in my bed,
Sometimes wishing that I was dead.
Thinking about where my life went wrong,
It feels like I’m living a bad, sad song.
Wishing I could turn back the time,
To when my life was still mine.
I’d change the decisions I had made,
Then maybe I wouldn’t have caused.
My life would be free from this wall,
Then I wouldn’t need to wait to make a call.
When in jail you start to remember,
Everything you miss about every family member.
From the smallest cat to my lovely Mum & Dad,
I’m so sorry and apologise for a life gone BAD!
Written by Lanie Snell
15-4-18
Dame Phyllis Frost Centre
St Albans, Victoria

My Childhood Self
In the halls of darkness I once sat
A prison for my mind, oh so black
Shivering in the corner behind the shelf
So dark, the cement, it’s damp & oh so cold
No spark, No light, Melancholy, felt so cold.
This Avalanche of darkness buried me with a crown
A shame impossible to escape, wanting to give up &
stay down
A hurricane swirling for years with sticks & stones &
false hopes
Continuing, with waves upon waves of torment and
ghosts
Then hit the eye of the storm
After many years hope gradually reformed
I removed my crown of Shame
& smashed it against the throne of mistrust
For years I hated myself, Isolated, I had so much pain
Shattered is that crown of shame, now just a circle of
dust
I’m building something new from something old &
leaving the hurt behind
This self absolution, my salvation to my own mind...
By Katelyne Rintoull

Artwork by Joey
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First Time
Echoes through the hollow halls
Chief! Or sweeper! The anguished calls
From inmates in the holding cell
First time in, it feels like hell
Time is relative, unimportant
Change in perspective
Outlook on life
Eyes down, mouth shut,
Keep out of strife
Don’t look, don’t see
Don’t ask, don’t tell
Don’t listen, don’t hear
Each to his own story
Each sheds a private tear
Left alone with your thoughts
Looks can’t kill,
But your maddening thoughts will
Ruminating - not illuminating
No conversation, no communication
In a single cell.
By David McGettigan (NSW)

Alien Nature
“Alien Nature” was an early attempt at coming to terms with my gender identity. The idea was that the many
different natures of people are often at odds with others and do not always meet in harmony. I was still struggling
with many aspects of acknowledging that I am transgender. Which is why my painting is signed “C.M. Miller”
as I had not made peace with who I am. However one thing was very clear, the wider community were like an
alien race that either didn’t understand me or didn’t’ want to understand me. Many people would pretend to
be friendly or begin as friendly but then turn on me and subject me to discrimination and ridicule. Hence “We
come in peace.. Nah!”
When you couple that experience with Asperger’s Syndrome I end up trying to navigate my way through social
interactions and tentative friendships trying to understand and decipher an alien language. I attempted to
portray this in the use of the randomised symbols flowing down the page in a “matrix-style” visualisation. The
larger symbols and the familiar alien head is my way of representing the wider community. Also because I am
a huge sci-fi fan too. I first conceived the idea for this painting after I opened up to someone who I thought I
could trust and they told me I was a freak, that I was an alien. I responded strongly by saying that for all they
knew they were the aliens and I am normal.
By Taryn- Michelle (WA)
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My Rory

You inspire me Rory, you make this strong proud man
want to go to the ends of the earth for you, I’ll go there
I thought I knew what I wanted in life, none of which if necessary. You know what you’re going through isn’t
included an angel by the name of Rory! For almost 3 easy Boo-Boo, but I am with you, fighting every step
years now I have been lucky enough to call Rory by of the way.
Feyoncé! The man I was before meeting Rory and the
one I am now are two different, completely different Rory, use a little more of the super human strength
people. Rory is the definition of different! And to me which I see every single day. You weren’t dealt the
greatest hand but my god you know how to play cards!
different is PERFECT!
I think you are completely perfect, inside and out, and
Rory sings when silence is expected, Rory makes I will settle for nothing less.
me chuckle when I am supposed to be serious, Rory
surprises me when everything seems normal and Rory I love you and will do so my whole life. I will be
Rory shows me uniqueness when I am looking for by your side forever and you will never have to face
these issues again. You got me now, through our crazy
anything else.
lives we can at least know that we have each other.
I could tell you how beautiful, smart, funny, loving Hang in there my love, this will be over soon. I’m
and caring Rory is, and if you want to listen… I WILL coming home baby boy, and all you’ve ever deserved
but I wish to tell you something not many know about is all I will try to be. You are my world, my life and my
Rory. Rory has this thing he does to me which I’ve whole entire love!
never experienced before. Rory leaves me after every Jamesy!
conversation, visit, kiss, cuddle etc, wanting more.
With Rory I have never felt content. This man has Be strong Boo-Boo, nothing can break your amazing
a power over me. I feel powerless to his pull. More, spirit! Let them try, and they will fail! I got your back,
more, more. Meeting and falling in love with Rory has I got it hard! My amazing man!
made me completely selfless, yet I feel selfish as I crave RORY!
more and more of him.
By James
Rory has showed me a side of himself lately which has
made me fall in love with him 1,000 times more than
I already was.
Rory is currently in a situation which has isolated him
and could’ve easily broken his spirit, but not Rory, he
has displayed an unbelievable strength which I am so
proud to tell anyone who will listen about.
My Rory has struggled from day 1 until now, and Rory
will struggle till the day he dies, Rory you will NEVER
struggle alone or silently again. Thank you for letting
me in, giving me your pain, showing me your scars,
telling me your torment!
Rory, your pain is my pain. Your loyalty will never be
given to me in vain. Rory I am your Feyoncé, as you
are mine. Rory you will be my Husband, as I will be
yours! The struggles of your life have made you who
you are, but they definitely do not define you. Our
time apart has made us as strong as ever, but it will
not define us. Your amazing mother has embraced me
as her son and my family are so proud to have you as
theirs. The lives of James and Rory were made to meet
and live as one.

Artwork by Simon Evans
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Health & Wellbeing
Column

and body shapes that absolutely are now on top of
their CRF and now wanting to challenge themselves
more. I mentioned the “IFG” (I feel good) feel in issue
5, well all these guys now have it more regularly than
before they begun their CRF training listed below is
our session;
warm up, stretch 5min
(10) squats run / stairs, (10) star jumps, runs or stairs,
(10) push ups run or stair run, (10) squats, run or
stair run, quick recovery walk for 1min then repeat
the above, this is one set. We do this 4-5 times = 4-5
sets. Obviously if your in a group you can pair up
with someone that has the same ability that way you
can encourage each-other. We do a stair run, but if
don’t have stairs just do a 30 metre run then back = 60
metres after each set of (10) rep exercise.
warm / stretch down, hydrate before, during and after.
Once you gain some good results in your CRF feel free
to add more reps or sets to your sessions, quality over
quantity.

Hi to all the readers of
Inside Out. Firsty I would like to
thank Miranda and Amanda for
the invaluable work that they contribute to the Inside
Out network. The way that both Amanda and Miranda
present this indepth newsletter is just fantastic and like
most of the readers it gives you a sense if belonging to
a good group of diverse people who all do it tough
at times in the current environment and just to read
Inside out gives us all a sense of connection (:, a big
positive shout out to all our LGBTIQ peoples, stay
strong.
I’ve had some positive feedback from my 1st initial
column on Health and Wellbeing, I thank-you for this
and hope I made some sense and some of you took in
the information from the chosen topic.

Body Weight Strength (BWS)

Cardiorespiratory Fitness (CRF)

Just touching base here as I did discuss the importance
of our BWS. As you seen from the CRF training we
do, we actually incorporate some BWS training in our
20min session, but there is no reason why you can’t do
a BWS session daily or every 2nd day. As long as you do
the movement properly and can feel yourself working
that specific body area. As mentioned, chin ups, pull
ups and dips are great BW movements and should be
a part of your training routine. Some of us can lift our
BW well and some of us struggle. Even if you can do
these assisted then thats all good or even start doing
just the 1rep at a time method, which is simply 1 rep
every 1min or 90seconds, this is a good simple way to
start and improve your BWS and stamina but please
be sure your form is controlled, and be patient , keep
positive.

As stated in the 5th issue, I can not stress
how important it is for us all to continue
or begin our CRF training. In a
nut shell CRF is best described
maximal oxygen consumption
(VO2max). CRF is the maximal ability of the
body to transport and use oxygen. CRF relies on
our cardiovascular (heart), pulmonary (lungs)
and skeletal muscle systems all working in sync.
Improving our CRF depends in part to all of the above
systems (heart, lung, muscle) to adapt to a stimulus
of regular bouts of Physical Activity (PA). The daily
goal of CRF training should be aimed at 20mins
everyday. Of course the level of intensity will vary for
individuals but 20min is the magic number. From my
own experience with our training group we started at
our correctional facility, the personal results for each
individual in our group was just great. To see guys go
from doing a set CRF routine from 28 mins down to
19mins is so inspiring and more importantly is that
these guys gained so much self-esteem as we all know
as inmates we have our ups and downs and at times
can’t seem to climb out of that ‘hole’ we can get our
selves in. These guys started out doing it tough but
with persistence and setting little goals week by week
their CRF sky rocketed and the age old fad of “looking
fit” don’t count here as we have guys of varying ages

Flexibility / Core Strength
As discussed in issue 5 both these go hand in hand and
if you do them correctly they can only enhance your
CRF training. No use in having a hotted up car if your
tyres are shit / I’m sure you know what I mean here
and please don’t take body shape as looking like they
have the six pack strong “core” look, none of the group
we train with have a six pack but the improvement in
their core strength and flexibility is awesome as its all
part of regular physical activity.
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• Sensory - these carry signals to the central
nervous system [CNS], the brain and spinal cord.
• Motor - these carry signals from the CNS to
activate muscles and glands.
• Interneurons - these provide the
interconnecting “electrical network” within the
CNS.
I have had a few readers response from my initial
Health and Wellbeing collum on wanting to know
more on the physiology side of our bodies and the
link that it has to physical activity, hence is the brief
information I have provided above. Its now common
knowledge that our mental health positively increases
with the inclusion of a sustained physical fitness
program in our day to day living. Listed below are
three very important hormones / neurotransmitters
that enhance our sense of self and have been positively
linked to our physical activity intake.

Healthy Eating
I hope my info in issue 5
was valuable to you all as
at the end of the day, if you
don’t partake in
any or in-regular
Physical Activity at
least have a good
balance of healthy
food intake.
As inmates (sistergirls and brotherboys) its so easy for
us to consume to many bad carbs and simple sugars in
our daily food consumption. Of course we emotional
eat at times to get us through the tough times whilst we
are incarceration but we can’t make it a habit as we are
all aware of what the long term health consequences
can be.

Serotonin - serotonin is concentrated in the neurons
in a part of the brain called the raphe nucleus. It is
thought that serotonin is involved in our sensory
perception, temperature regulation, control of mood,
appetite and the induction of sleep.

Now that I’ve mention the word “habit” why not start
making keeping fit and healthy a positive habit. I’m
sure there are a few of our readers that are well into
their positive habits but for those that are wanting to
enhance their positive sense of self nows time to get of
ya ass and get into some fitness, remember little steps
at first become bigger steps as you commence your
fitness regime, remember; happiness is the journey
towards your fitness goal, not just the destination.

Endorphins - have been linked to improved memory
and learning, feelings of pleasure and euphoria,
control of body temperature and regulation of
hormones that affect mental illness such as depression
and schizophrenia.

Health and Wellbeing

Dopamine - dopamine is very active during emotional
responses, addictive behaviours and pleasurable
experiences. In addition dopamine-releasing neurons
help regulate skeletal muscle tone and some aspects of
movement due to contraction of skeletal muscles.

Just to finish my column for this edition I’m sure
we have all had that “gee I feel good after my fitness
session, I struggled, but I feel great now. Now, I
don’t want to bore you with jargon that you may not
understand, but will touch base with some physiology
terminology on how our body positively responds
to physical activities, such as aerobic and resistance
training and how our body responds with the healthy
functions of different organs and the involvement
of our hormones. Our hormones are chemical
messengers or signal molecules that are synthesized,
stored and released into the blood by endocrine
glands.

I hope I have not confused some readers with the
information provided on Serotonin, Endorphins and
Dopamine, but it is has been proven the parking in
regular physical activity dose contribute to good
mental health which does incorporate the healthy
functions of serotonin, endorphins and dopamine
that all contribute to our positive sense of self.
Just to finish off, feel free to write to me if you
are wanting to run anything by me on health and
wellbeing, I’m only to happy to reply, until next time,
I hope you are all going well, stay positive and stay
strong.

Our endocrine glands are body structures specialised
for this function. Similarly, neurons synthesize, stare,
and secrete neurotransmitters, which may have
hormonal functions. In brief, neurons keep the body
informed about the “outside world” and then organize
and activate appropriate responses. There are three
main types of neuron. These are:

Graham C, min 383714
LMB 7029
Bathurst, NSW, 2795
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Let’s Play, What’s That Song?!
Submission from Taryn-Michelle.

How to play: Guess the missing word for the “Chorus Line” and write the Title and Singer/Band in the space
provided :) Answers on page 21. No Peeking!

1) “Then __ Saw __ e __ Face, __ o __ l’m A
Titie: I’m A __ e __ l __ __ __ r
Band/Singer: N __ __ l D i a __ __ __d

2) “Lookin’ L __ k __
Title: C __ o i r

A

C __ o i __

G __ r l”

__ __ r l

Band/Singer: C __ I __ C __ i __ e l

3) ”H __ r __ i n i__ __o p __ s __ é”
Title: N__t l __ Y __ u W__ r __ T__ e L __ s t J__ n k __ e O_ E _ r t h
Band/Singer: T__ e D__n __ y W__r __ o __ s

4) “G __ n n __ H __ v __ e F __n l __ T__ e C__ t y”
Title: F__ i __ a y On M __ M __ n d
Band/Singer: T __ e E__s y __ e a __ s

5) “Y __ u ’ r e T __ e C __ t __ s t J __ i l b __ r d | E __e r D __ d S __ e”
Title: J_ i l __ o u __ e R __ c __
Band/Singer: E __ v i __ __ r __ s | __ y
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__ e __ i __ __ r”
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New poster design by Simon Evans

Colouring-in Page
from Simon Evans
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Opportunity to get your poetry published in a
small collection

Incendium Library and Press is a collectively run community library and reading room
with a focus on critical literature.

We are calling for submissions of poetry by people who are or have been
imprisoned. We will publish the works in a booklet, our booklets are sold for
$5-$10. All proceeds will be donated to prisoner solidarity and anti-prison work.
Through literature and art, Incendium Library and Press believe that poetry and other
mediums of creativity open dialogue to promote compassion and build community.
We believe incarceration further creates trauma and violence, and we are interested in
challenging the prison nation, (including policing) which have been and are currently
used to further the colonial project and to oppress those most marginalised.

Submission Guidelines:
- Poems do not need to be explicitly political they can be about whatever you want
- Please include a suggested title
- Contributions may be anonymous, or you are welcome to include your name or pseudonym so we can credit
you
- Remember to include your address if you would like a free copy of the booklet (this could either be your
address in prison or an address on the outside you can access at a later date - we appreciate your prison
address may not be reliable if you are moved or if the booklet is deemed inappropriate by authorities)
- Include a return address if you would like us to let you know we have received your contribution
- You may submit as many pieces as you like (though not all are guaranteed inclusion)
- No length restrictions
Terms of Publication:
- Works will be selected by Incendium Library and Press collective
- We will format all work for the booklet
- Contributions will be typed exactly as the original is written unless you indicate “please edit” in your entry. We
will then be happy to correct any spelling or grammar errors, however we do not feel that perfect spelling and
grammar are in any way necessary to meaningful communication
- We will not publish any contributions that directly or indirectly contain: racism, sexism, transphobia,
nationalism, xenophobia, ableism or any other form of oppressive language
Submission deadline: December 2018
Submissions accepted to incendiumradicallibrary@gmail.com
or
Incendium Library
PO Box 2446
Footscray 3011
Victoria
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Comic Strip
By Taryn-Michelle

Answers for “What’s That Song?!”....

1) “Then 1 Saw Her Face, Now I’m A Believer” - “I’m A Believer” - “Neil Diamond.” 2) “Lookin’ Like A Choir Girl”
- “Choir Girl” - “Cold Chisel.” 3) “Heroin Is So Passé” - “Not If You Were The Last Junkie On Earth” - “The Dandy
Warhols.” 4) “Gonna Have Fun In The City” - “Friday On My Mind” - “The Easybeats.” 5)“You’re The Cutest Jailbird I
Ever Did See” - “Jailhouse Rock” - “Elvis Presley”

Inside Out Newsletter Feedback Form
Name (optional): ............................................................................................................................................................
What did you like about the newsletter? ........................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................................................
Anything you didn’t like or think could be different?...................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................................................
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More about Inside Out

What do you want Inside Out to be?
We want Inside Out to be lead first and foremost by
prisoners. If you have ideas about what the newsletter
should include or ideas about what the Inside Out
network should be, we would love to hear from you.
Please let us know if you want us to publish your
ideas so that we can create a discussion and build this
project together.

Who is this newsletter for?

Right now the newsletter is the main focus of the
group. However, as we build more capacity we might
be able to take on other projects. Please be aware that
Inside Out is primarily for people who are or have been Inside Out does not currently have the capacity to
incarcerated. This includes prison, juvenile detention provide support in terms of individual advocacy, legal
centres and immigration detention (on-shore and advice, financial support or counselling.
off-shore detention). It is for lesbian, gay, bisexual,
transgender, intersex, queer, sistergirl, brotherboy, Go on the mailing list
2spirit, takatapui, fafafine, asexual and many other Let us know if you are not already on our mailing list
diverse gender and sexual identities. You don’t have and you want to receive this free newsletter. Or if you
to identify as one of these to receive the newsletter. know anyone else who wants to. We will send you out
You might be curious or questioning your gender a new edition every 3 months.
or sexuality. You might just support the LGBTIQ+
community. You might have loved ones who identify Contribute your artwork or writing
as gender or sexually diverse. This is an inclusive If you want to have your writing, articles, poetry,
newsletter! Going on our mailing list doesn’t mean letters or artwork featured in the next edition of the
having to identify in any particular way. The newsletter newsletter, please send it to us at:
will also be available to those in the community on the
outside. However, the focus is in providing a voice for, Inside Out
and giving access to information to people in prison Po Box 2446
or those who have experienced incarceration.
Footscray
Vic, 3011
Email: info@insideoutaustralia.org
Website: www.insideoutaustralia.org
Feedback Form continued
What else would you like to see in the newsletter? ......................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................................................
Any other comments/ feedback? ....................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................................................
Please add my friend to the mailing list..........................................................................................................................
I would like to be on the Birthday Card list. My birthday is ...........................................................................
I’d like to receive the newsletter.
My address is ...................................
............................................................
............................................................

I’m being released on this date:........................and I would
like to keep receiving the newsletter after that. My postrelease address: …....................................................................
....................................................................................................
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